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America's Top Lifestyle Expert  
TV host, Author, Influencer 
 
Mar Jennings is a modern day renaissance man, whose 
perspective on lifestyle is as much about form and 
function as it is about individual distinction.  
 
Mar delivers Casual Luxury, made simple and sMARt. 
 
Based in Westport, Connecticut, Mar is also President 
and CCO (Chief Creative Officer) of a multimedia and 
design company, S&J Multimedia LLC.  
 
Mar’s brand of lifestyle and hosting combines an 
infectious energy and passion for conveying information 
in ways that are fun and inspirational to all. His career 
combines television, radio, print media and the internet 
as mediums for his attainable Casual Luxury lifestyle.  
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8Mar's clever contributions as a lifestyle expert—and his personality—
are always welcome additions to the Today Show.”   
Janice Lieberman, NBC's the Today Show 
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$Mar Jennings informs and inspires viewers with simple yet clever 
ideas, from quick tips to complete projects, that make life and family 
easy. And fun—from gardening to decorating, from entertaining to 
fashion.  By showcasing unique emerging trends while still 
reinforcing use of local resources, Mar guides you step by step on 
how to translate Casual Luxury into your own home and life.   
 

Mar is dynamic and inspiring to watch as he motivates you to learn, 
have fun and pass it on! $
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NBC Connecticut Monday’s With Mar weekly segments range 
from decorating to cleaning and gift giving and more!           

Co-hosted with anchor Kerri-Lee Mayland. If these sMARt Tips 
don’t get your creative juices flowing, nothing will.  
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ABC Good Morning Connecticut: Mar Jennings offers monthly real 
estate market analysis and tips for buying or selling your home.  
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Life On Mar's: The Home Makeover Show!is a fun, fast-paced series that highlights 
the top-to-bottom, inside-and-out, year-long renovation and restoration of a family 
home that is chock-full of potential.!The two-time Emmy®-nominated series is the 
first home makeover show filmed entirely in New England.  
Original episodes air on ABC CT (WTNH); season 1 is available on AmazonPrime. 
Hosted by Westport resident, Emmy-nominated Mar Jennings, each episode shows 
how Jennings uses his six unique Casual Luxury design principles to create 
captivating new spaces. Much more than a decorating show, this series captures 
everything from demolition and construction to design and decor. Including plenty 
of behind-the-scenes secrets and helpful sMARt Tips—advice from Jennings on how 
viewers can apply what they see on the show in their own home. Viewers see how 
to bring his Casual Luxury design philosophy to life; as!Jennings says, “It’s the cure 
for all design dilemmas.” 

!
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Press Bio  
Emmy-nominated TV Host, best-selling author, and America’s top Lifestyle Expert Mar Jennings is a master at creating a Casual Luxury lifestyle made 
simple and sMARt—and making it quickly understood and easy-to-apply with his trademark sMARt tips and techniques. Mar’s inventive and original 
blueprint for design infuses Mother Nature’s colors and textures throughout the home and garden.!Mar has been featured on HGTV, the Today Show, QVC, 
and in the New York Times. He is the author of the best selling Life On Mar’s: A Four Season Garden,!a nationally acclaimed gardening book, and his 
newest design book Life on Mar’s: Creating Casual Luxury, both sold world-wide. He is also the creator and host of Life on Mar’s: The Home Makeover 
Show, available on AmazonPrime. 
 
Mar Jennings is a master at creating!home and garden design style!that is desirable and achievable while instantly connecting with his audience. Mar 
Jennings’ signature style is called “Casual Luxury” and his second book details, for the first time, how it can be broken down into six design principles that 
anyone can apply. 
 
Jennings now invites us all inside his Westport, Connecticut, home in his new book. For the first time he shares how he applies his six Casual Luxury 
design principles to create his signature—and envied—style. “These principles really are the cure for all design dilemmas,” he promises. Years of happy 
clients, testimonials, phone research—and over a year of social media outreach—has convinced him he can help anyone with any space. In fact, he even 
reveals his coveted room makeover worksheet for readers to follow along in their own homes. 
  
This deluxe oversized coffee table book is filled with photographic essays—beautifully shot by renowned photographer Stacy Bass—highlighting his 
philosophy, plus practical applications and resourcefulness applicable for any home or space. Like an entire season of a great design show, Life on Mar’s: 
Creating Casual Luxury allows readers access to an encyclopedia of great ideas to apply in their home. This lifestyle expert does it with simplicity and 
style, balancing natural solutions with everyday elegance. 
 
Jennings has appeared on the HGTV's series White Room Challenge and was elected to return to the network for Flea Market Flip. He is an on-going 
contributor to ABC’s WTNH. Jennings is also a correspondent and home and garden expert for the Better show, a nationally syndicated lifestyle program. 
He has served double-duty as host and producer of the Emmy-nominated lifestyle show Northeast Living on FoxCT/CT1 but you might also know him as 
host of Dream Room Makeover, Dream Wedding and Backyard Makeover. He has hosted and produced the annual Holiday Wishes series. In 2010 he 
joined the world of QVC as a garden Expert, exclusively for Cottage Farms Nursery. Over the years he has made multiple appearances on the Today Show, 
Food Network, ABC, CBS, NBC CT, CNN. Mar and his home and garden designs and tips have been profiled and featured in Better Homes & Garden’s 
Decorating Magazine, Home Magazine, Quick & Simple Magazine, Small Gardens Magazine, New York Times, and Huffington Post, among other 
national and local television programs and print publications. Mar has been named as the home and garden expert for Celebrations.com, and has teamed 
up with 1-800-FLOWERS.com.  
 
Media and consumers alike rave about his award-winning website!www.marjennings.com!as one of the best resources for home and garden tips. In 
addition to the above, Jennings is currently in pre-production on several television programs. 
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Spokesperson/ License Agreements   !
$

Media tours, Satellite tours, commercials, lectures or special appearances: Mar Jennings 
informs and inspires with simple yet clever ideas, from his signature sMARt tips to complete 
projects that make life easy. 
 
Showcasing unique and emerging trends while reinforcing a casual luxury lifestyle, Mar 
Jennings guides you step by step on how to translate his tips into your own home, garden and 
life.  
 
Over the years Mar has worked with a wide variety of national, and global clients, including: 
Macy’s, Lacoste, IKEA, Le Creuset, Home Goods, Dunkin Donuts, QVC for Cottage Farms 
Nursery, Metro PCS, Cambridge Pavers, Space Bags, Hormel Foods, Castle Brands, Solo Cup 
Company, Breyer’s Ice Cream, AmericasMart Atlanta, The Garden Conservancy and North East 
Expos, Inc. He recently partnered with 1-800 Flowers and Celebrations.com, to launch their 
new national campaign to bring back the centerpiece.   
 
In 2014, Mar became the spokesperson for Dynatrap™ insect eliminator and Kimberly Clark’s 
national empowerment movement for Depend® undergarments.  
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Spokesperson/License Agreements   !
$

Do you have a mission or 
vision that you would like to 

communicate?! 
 

Mar is the ideal expert for 
delivering a memorable, 

impactful message that that 
will validate your brand, 
organization or event.  
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LIFE ON MAR’S
A Four  Season  Garden

Mar Jennings

About the Author
Mar Jennings is a lifestyle expert extraordinaire. He is an  
authority on gardening, entertaining and interior design.  
A published columnist, Mar has been featured in national  
and regional magazines and numerous local publications. 

A known television personality, Mar appears on his own  
home and garden television show called Mar Jennings Home 
& Garden® on WTNH Channel 8, ABC, where he also appears 
twice a month on Good Morning Connecticut Weekend as its  
lifestyle expert. He has also appeared on programs such as  
The Victory Garden - PBS, WGBH Boston. 

A former regional and sectional figure skating champion, Mar 
is currently a successful banking executive in Southport, CT. 
He is often referred to as “the corporate gardener,” balancing 
the two hats beautifully: a senior vice-president by day and  
a lifestyle expert/television personality nights and weekends. 
Mar thrives on entertaining and loves hosting cocktail and 
garden parties which offer plenty of opportunities to display 
his creative talents.

Mar’s passionate career in gardening and design was in high 
gear by the time he purchased his Westport, CT home in 1997. 
Becoming his creative outlet, he upgraded many elements  
of the property by adding architectural and design details,  
giving the home considerable curb appeal. Whether in the 
home or garden, the essence of Mar’s design is casual luxury.  
In the garden, Mar strives for harmony, softness, color coordi-
nation and fragrance. His design of a new garage/garden studio, 
a small-scale version of the house, enchants and captivates visitors. 

The Mar Jennings Home & Garden® television show premiered  
in 2006 with rave reviews. This newfound popularity and  
attention resulted in the creation of his informative website,  
www.marjennings.com, which continues to be a highly desirable 
resource for home and garden aficionados. Mar frequently  
updates the site with fresh ideas, easy tips and projects that will 
inspire you to live creatively and enjoy all the opportunities that 
your home and garden can offer. 

About the Schnauzer
My schnauzer’s name is Corky. No book of mine would be  
complete without a chapter about dogs in the garden.  
Dog lovers will understand. These amazing creatures  
understand everything going on around them: what you say  
and how you say it; how you treat them; always in touch  
with what you’re feeling, they give back ten-fold the love  
they receive from you. 

Pet owners are often as wild about their dogs as they are about 
anything else in life. When I went looking for the perfect  
canine companion, I had two requirements: a four-legged friend 
with whom I could share my life, and a traveling buddy. I found 
a nine week old miniature schnauzer one fall weekend in East 
Hampton, NY. This small and shy little dog found her way into 
my home, my heart and my life.

Miss Corky, as she is known to her many friends, is actually  
Corky Von Schnorkenheimer, of the great Von Schnorkenheimer 
clan. Corky was born in East Hampton, NY on November 10, 1995. 
I knew the moment I laid eyes on her that she was destined 
to come home with me and become the perfect addition to my 
bachelor life. Schnauzers were originally bred as ratters in  
Germany. As this is her heritage, she can’t help but express 
herself and her willingness to work and earn her keep. Corky 
works hard in the home and garden, and is the mascot of  
marjennings.com. She makes regular appearances as the  
side-kick co-host of the Mar Jennings Home & Garden Show. 
She prefers to stay busy and active. 

I have embraced Corky, who is now eleven, as if she were my 
child. Since she was 9 weeks old, I have come to understand  
her and how to give her the best quality of life. Cute and  
adorable, I just cannot stop myself from spoiling her with  
endless love and attention. And yes, at times lots of gifts too. 
Since that first night when she curled up next to me in bed,  
I knew that I had found a true friend and constant companion.  
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“ Life is like a four season 

garden. Many opportunities 
to change your outfit.”

                           –Mar Jennings

US $39.95

S&J Publishing, Westport, CT 06880 
To order, visit us at www.marjennings.com

A house, a garden and a book to match. Mar’s house quickly became more than a home—not just a 
house for him, but for others to enjoy and spark their imaginations. In November 2007, Mar released his 
first book, LIFE ON MAR’S: A Four Season Garden to outstanding reviews and support. Using a seasonal 
approach, Mar leads you on a detailed tour beginning with the emerging colors of spring. This beautiful, 
oversize coffee table book provides beautiful garden design, detail and implementation ideas that are 
easy enough for novices and interesting enough for seasoned gardeners. Mar's no-nonsense approach 
keeps it simple so that anyone can learn, enjoy, and enhance the many benefits of a gardening 
experience. Mar's clever tagline, "and there you have it," says it all.  

LIFE ON MAR’S: A Four Season Garden  
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LIFE ON MAR’S: Creating Casual Luxury   

In this book, Mar now invites us all inside his Westport, Connecticut, home to explore how his six design 
principles of Casual Luxury come to life. This deluxe oversized coffee table book will be filled with 
photographic essays highlighting his philosophy, plus practical applications and resourcefulness 
applicable for any home or space. Like an entire season of a great design show, LIFE ON MAR’S: Creating 
Casual Luxury will allow readers access to an encyclopedia of great ideas to apply in their home.  
 

“LIFE ON MAR’S: Creating Casual Luxury uses my home as an example to help deconstruct Casual Luxury 
and to provide the reader with a winning formula that can be applied in any room, any space or any 
design scheme. I’ll cure you of any design dilemmas you may have once you discover my six core design 
principles—it’s that easy.” Mar Jennings.   
$
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marjennings.com 
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Welcome to the Mar blog! 

What has America's top Lifestyle Expert been up to this week? We are always inspired- 
and sometimes even surprised--by what he shares. With so many interesting people, 
places and projects in his universe, LIFE ON MAR'S has something for everyone. !He'll 
tell you where he's been, what he's doing, what he's seen and what he's up to next. 
Up close and personal. 
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Join Mar’s followers and become a MARtian  
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Influencer 
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National TV Appearances   
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National TV Appearances   
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Outdoor Rooms 
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Contact: 
paul@marjennings.com 

(203) 227-7935 
S&J Multimedia LLC 

Six Brookside Park, Westport CT 06880 
SJMultimediaLLC.com 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Mar Jennings and S&J Multimedia LLC 
offer a variety of multimedia resources 
that deliver the best home, garden and 
lifestyle information to all who have a 
desire to improve their everyday home, 
garden and life.   




